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Chapter 1 : Making Participant --> Host | Adobe Community
Participant is the role typically assigned to learners who are attending an instructor hosted Adobe Connect Meeting. A
Presenter role is assigned to learners who are making a presentation during an online class.

General What is Poll Everywhere? On the surface, Poll Everywhere is a simple application that works well for
live audiences using mobile devices like phones. People participate by visiting a fast mobile-friendly web page
for your event or sending text messages. Instructions are displayed on-screen. The poll that is embedded
within the presentation or web page will update in real time. Advanced uses include texting comments to a
presentation, texting questions to a presenter, responding via the web, and SMS interactivity in print, radio,
and TV. How do people respond or otherwise send in comments or questions? You can respond by following
the instructions shown on the poll when it is displayed. You send a text message to the number The format of
your response is determined by the type of poll. More detailed information can be found in the User Guide.
How do I respond to a poll Typically there is no need to register or sign up to respond to any poll questions
unless our polls are being used for attendance or grading purposes. If this may be the case you can see how to
register here The way we usually work is the presenter or lecturer will display some poll questions live at the
event or class on a projector. These polls will have specific instructions for how to respond. It will be
something like going to pollev. The specific instructions will be displayed live when you get there. More
detailed information for how to respond can be found in the User Guide User Guide How does it work? As a
poll is displayed to an audience, they submit responses by visiting a specific web site or by sending text
messages to our short code number In the case of text messaging, their mobile carrier routes their text
message to our web servers where the response is counted. Once counted, the response is displayed in real
time on-screen. You can learn more on our how it works page. How do I teach my audience to participate?
What are the best practices from other customers? Our Presenter Notes and Best Practices page gives you our
best tips gleaned from thousands of people using Poll Everywhere with live audiences. What is a poll? What is
the difference between the different types of polls? Yes, a poll is a single question or prompt you are inviting
your audience to interact with. A multiple choice poll lets you define a set of fixed choices that participants
can choose from. Results can be displayed in a graph. An example of a multiple choice poll might be, "How
many people are on Facebook? An open ended poll allows participants to send free-form text responses or
short answers instead of pre-defined choices. An open ended poll might ask, "What questions do you have for
the presenter? Their answers might be just one word, a short phrase, or an entire sentence. Can I activate more
than one poll at a time? Most presenters want to focus on one poll question at a time with their audience. If
you want your audience to be able to answer lots of questions all at the same time, you can set that up. Only
one poll can be the active poll at a time. A poll will automatically become the active poll anytime you present
it in Powerpoint, Keynote, or fullscreen mode from our website. The active poll is the poll that is being
currently displayed on their devices. You have a lot of control: You can deactivate the poll to remove it from
their screens, or lock the poll so it no longer accepts responses. When people are responding using text
messages, you have several options for how they respond. By default, your poll questions use the "Presenter
session" method. In this method, your audience texts your username to join your presenter session. This makes
responding very natural: If the second poll is multiple choice and says, "How often do you go to the movies?
A Once a month, B A few times per year For a more detailed description check out the user guide section on
activating your poll. Surveys, unique web response links, embedding, unique codes, and reserved keywords.
Can I combine multiple questions polls into a survey? You can group polls to create a self-paced survey that
participants can complete on their own. This is useful when your participants are not together at the same
place at the same time. Surveys are great for self-paced questionnaires, pre or post session assessments, and
quizzes. On your main "My Polls" list, select some polls, click "Group", and set a name for the group. You
may then click the title of your new survey to customize your survey options. Learn more about Surveys. You
may also Activate a Survey by selecting the Activation button on the right side of the group. This will post all
of the questions polls in this group on your PollEv. Your audience will then go through the survey on their
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own time. However, if you activate another poll or survey then this one will be de-activated. Our core strength
is live audiences, real-time speed, and visualizations. How can I prevent profane, abusive, or off-topic
responses from being publicly displayed? Customers on certain paid plans can use the profanity filter and
moderation feature. You can either set a profanity filter to censor and replace profanity with asterisks, or you
can set the filter to reject messages and prevent them from being displayed. Vulgar humans are always more
creative than the smartest technology. We usually suggest the moderation feature over automatic censoring.
This feature allows you to review incoming questions one-by-one and approve only the best. There are indeed
stupid questions. You can use moderation to prevent soapboxing and focus on the most insightful submission
that your audience wants to hear you talk about. What are those numbers or words by each option on a poll?
There are two response modes: Each mode has its own response formats. Presenter session keywords are
pre-assigned, based on the format you select when creating a poll i. Your participants will first join your
presenter session by texting your username to the number listed in the poll instructions in the US. Then they
will enter a response. After that, they can continue to send responses to your polls without typing your
username. Alternately, in keyword mode, auto-generated codes can be assigned to each response option, so
that responses are logged to your account accurately. The codes are 5 to 6 digit numbers. Your participants
will not need to join your polling session in order to respond, if you use the auto-generated codes. These
response modes allow Poll Everywhere to host multiple polls on one short code. Short codes are expensive, so
the presenter session method helps us keep our prices down. We always show response keywords in bold
capital letters for clarity, but the audience can use upper or lowercase when they respond. How long will my
polls remain unlocked? When do they auto-lock auto-close? When are my reserved keywords released? Polls
are unlocked by default when you create them. You can lock a poll if you want to stop allowing responses.
Lock the poll by clicking the padlock icon. If days pass without any modification or any responses to the poll
with reserved SMS keywords, we will automatically lock the poll. You can see which polls are about to be
locked in your My Polls list. Polls with reserved SMS keywords are automatically locked after days of
inactivity. If you need more time, just lock the poll manually and unlock it again. By default your questions
use a presenter session where your audience will first submit your customizable username to join your session.
This is when you would configure a question to use reserved keywords or auto-generated codes. Because these
are a limited system-wide resource, they will be released unassigned from your question days after the poll has
been locked. Can people respond via the web? These five ways give you the flexibility to fit every situation.
You can activate the poll manually from the website or Mobile Presenter App by clicking the activate button.
Private links to individual polls present beautiful full-window polls that look great on any device.
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Chapter 2 : Frequently asked questions | Poll Everywhere
Code: Title: First Name: Last Name: Oral Presenter: Poster Presenter: Status: BO The Influence of Planting Ramdan:
Hidayat: V: Accepted: BO Profile of.

A match was proposed for WrestleMania 33, which Shaq accepted. According to Dave Meltzer of Wrestling
Observer Newsletter , the match was canceled due to monetary reasons, as both parties could not agree on a
deal. April Learn how and when to remove this template message The card consisted of thirteen matches,
including three on the pre-show, that resulted from scripted storylines and had results predetermined by WWE
on the Raw and SmackDown brands. As a devoted Wyatt Family member, Orton relinquished his
championship opportunity. Orton declared that he had only joined The Wyatt Family to destroy them from the
inside Orton joined the Wyatts in October after failing to defeat them in several matches [52] and set the
compound ablaze, causing Wyatt to have a mental breakdown. After twelve years, Goldberg returned in and
immediately began a feud with Lesnar, thanks in part due to the WWE 2K17 video game, which featured
Lesnar on the cover and Goldberg as the pre-order bonus. This culminated in a match at Survivor Series , in
which Goldberg humiliated Lesnar by defeating him in one minute and twenty-six seconds. Triple H then
revealed his "Plan B": San Antonio , Rollins appeared and challenged Triple H to a match. Triple H came out,
had Rollins escorted from the building by security, [79] and called Rollins out on the January 30 episode of
Raw. In the ensuing stare down, Reigns exclaimed: Reigns then came out and reiterated that WWE was his
yard now. After a stare down, The Undertaker attacked Reigns with a chokeslam. When Reigns had left,
Undertaker sat up and taunted Reigns with his throat slash gesture. Shane came out and restarted the match,
which angered Styles, even though he would defeat Harper once again. At the conclusion of the show, Orton
reclaimed his right to face Wyatt at WrestleMania. He said because of them, he did not have a match at
WrestleMania, but Orton, who committed arson, did. Later backstage, Styles attacked Shane and threw him
through a car window. Styles was subsequently kayfabe fired by Bryan, but at the end of the show, an injured
Shane challenged Styles to a match at WrestleMania, [55] which Styles accepted. Owens declared that he did
not need Jericho, and the match was scheduled for Roadblock: End of the Line. Jericho then challenged
Owens to a match at WrestleMania 33, which Owens accepted only if it were for the United States
Championship, and Jericho agreed. During the match, Samoa Joe, who had been feuding with Zayn, attempted
to interfere and help Owens win, but Jericho appeared, stopped Joe, and helped Zayn win. Miz said that
despite his hard work, he does not get the same opportunities as Cena, and he eliminated Cena to prevent him
from going to WrestleMania Nikki then came out and Maryse and Miz retreated. However, Stephanie decided
to keep Charlotte in the championship match, but allowed Banks the opportunity to be added if she could
defeat Bayley that night, which she did. However, Jax lost the match by disqualification, [67] but the
following week, she defeated Bayley in a rematch that was no disqualification, earning her a spot in the
championship match at WrestleMania. After the match, Jax laid out her three WrestleMania opponents. Foley
then scheduled Gallows and Anderson to defend the titles against both teams at WrestleMania in a triple threat
match. In the ring, Gallows and Anderson attempted to attack Enzo and Cass, but Cesaro and Sheamus
retaliated and attacked them with a ladder. All three teams brawled and Gallows and Anderson were the last
standing. Bliss then insisted that since Naomi could not face her for a rematch, she should be awarded the title.
Bryan decided that Bliss would have the chance to prove her claim of being "the greatest female on the roster"
as she would be defending the title against all available female SmackDown wrestlers at WrestleMania, much
to the dismay of Bliss. In a subsequent tag team match pitting Bliss and James against Lynch and Natalya,
both Natalya and Lynch turned against their respective partners. In the ensuing brawl also involving James and
Bliss, Bliss remained the last woman standing. An enraged Corbin attacked Ambrose and executed the End of
Days on him before he left the chamber, which allowed Miz to eliminate Ambrose. Corbin again attacked
Ambrose with the End of Days and Ambrose was eventually eliminated from the match. Corbin attacked
Ambrose backstage and proclaimed his desire to take the Intercontinental Championship from Ambrose. After
the match, Neville said there was no one left in the cruiserweight division that could compete with him. Austin
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Aries , who had been out of action due to injury, disagreed and attacked Neville, insinuating his desire to
challenge for the title. Perkins , Tony Nese , Akira Tozawa , and The Brian Kendrick was scheduled for the
following night on Live to determine the number one contender for Neville at WrestleMania 33, [67] which
was won by Aries, [] and scheduled for the WrestleMania pre-show. Later in the night, Sami Zayn defeated
Kevin Owens in a no disqualification match to qualify for the battle royal.
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Chapter 3 : List of Strictly Come Dancing contestants - Wikipedia
AT&T Connect Â® Participant Application User Guide. 6. Typically, the first participant to join the meeting is assigned
presentation rights. Presentation rights are often passed among participants as each one presents.

Route set is no longer valid. Sharing Sharing ended due to network issues. Conference Cannot join this
meeting from outside your organization. Cannot join the meeting because the meeting organizer is outside of
your organization and is not federated with your company. Or, the meeting information may be incorrect.
Please contact your support team with this information. Cannot route to destination domain. Conference
Cannot reach [user name]. The address is incorrect or this person is outside your company and not federated.
IM This message was not delivered to [user name] because the address is outside of your organization and is
not federated with your company, or the address is incorrect. Sharing [user name] did not receive your sharing
invitation. Voice Cannot locate [user name]. This phone number or address is incorrect, or it is outside of your
organization and is not federated with your company. Sharing Screen sharing cannot connect to the server
now. Screen sharing cannot connect to the server now. Please wait and try again. If this issue continues,
contact your support team with this information. Voice Cannot complete the transfer. Or the meeting
information may be incorrect. Voice The call could not be completed. Please try again later. Ms-diagnostics
header not provided by previous hop. Conference Cannot join the meeting as an anonymous attendee. Cannot
join the meeting because unauthenticated users are not allowed. Contact the meeting leader for more
information. Conference does not allow anonymous users. Conference You do not have permission to join this
meeting. Cannot join the meeting because you do not have permission. Please contact the meeting leader for
more information. User not allowed in closed conference. Cannot join the meeting. Joining as an
unauthenticated user is not supported. Contact your support team for more information. Anonymous access
disabled globally. This online meeting cannot be found on the server. Please check the meeting identifier and
try again. Conference does not exist.
Chapter 4 : Presentation Tips & Information
Tip: Regardless of whether you use Outlook, if you're a presenter in a meeting, you can change some options for that
meeting, such as whether video is enabled and who is a presenter, during the meeting by clicking the people icon, in the
meeting window, and then using the options on the Participants and Actions tabs.

Chapter 5 : Change participant settings for Lync Meetings - Lync
Checked the meeting participant list in Adobe Central and the role of the attendee had changed back to "participant"
from "host" that was given yesterday. Is that what is supposed to happen? The role of the participant reverts back to
from the assigned host or presenter?

Chapter 6 : Courses and Workshops
Participant you need not be a computer expert, however, it would be helpful to you to possess some basic computer
literacy (i.e., working knowledge of your operating system, ability to navigate between and within applications,
understanding of basic.

Chapter 7 : Participant Bios
The DoD Performance Management and Appraisal Program (DPMAP) Instructor-Led training materials are provided for
reference. The training content which consist of an Instructor Guide, Participant Guide, Videos, Exercises, Handouts,
and Joint Knowledge Online (JKO) are the materials your Component will use to deliver the DPMAP training to the
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workforce.

Chapter 8 : MOCA-Peds Pilot Participant Summary | Piktochart Visual Editor
Introduction. The National Association of Nurse Practitioners in Women's Health (NPWH) is proud to present the
Women's Health Nurse Practitioner Certification Exam Review Course and Women's Health Update.

Chapter 9 : WrestleMania 33 - Wikipedia
Successful completion of this CME activity, which includes participation in the activity, with individual assessments of the
participant and feedback to the participant, enables the participant to earn MOCA Â® points in the American Board of
Anesthesiology's (ABA) Maintenance of Certification (MOC) program. It is the CME activity.
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